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From the Head of School,
Erin Hayes
In a recent staff meeting, one
of our staff commented on
how our student energy was
changing.
As they were participating in
more community activities
and beginning to see more
social opportunities open up,
they were becoming more
hopeful. Hopeful that some
of their favourite activities
would once again become
commonplace, hopeful that
traditions could once again
be experienced, hopeful that
milestones might be celebrated just the way they wanted.
Mostly, hopeful that those
they cared about were safe
and healthy.
The shift from pandemic to
endemic was palpable in the
students. They began referring to it as “end-demic,” the
end of a long period of
sacrifice and concern.

It was a lift in spirits and
then the news of the
invasion of Ukraine hit and
you could see the worry rise
again, particularly in our
Middle Years students, but
also in others. Our students
are so attuned to the energy
of the adults around them.
The joy flattened a little, the
concern for their friends
who might have family in
Eastern Europe, the
compassion for their
Russian friends who might
feel worried how others are
going to respond, their confusion about a world that
asks them to be peaceful
with each other but handles
conflict with force. These
emotions are all normal but
at the end of a pandemic,
their resilience to hear about
and process more tragedy in
a healthy way is worn thin.
(continued on page 2)
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“If we had no
winter, spring would
not be so pleasant.”
Ann Bradstreet

From the Head of School (cont’d)
I encourage you to recognize that your children are tired of being so highly aware of
the woes of the world. If they have questions, answering them with facts is helpful.
Showing students on a globe how far away
we are from this conflict is a good first
step. Talking to students about their sphere
of control (they do not control and are not
responsible for this conflict) and sphere of
influence (there are people all over the
world helping those in need and we can
contribute in small and meaningful ways).
Some students may not want to think about
it or discuss global events and tragedies.
This is normal. Some students may want to
discuss events frequently. This is normal.
By considering our child’s energy, mood,
and outlook, you can see how they are handling the state of their own sphere and the
global sphere. If you notice your child
seems deflated, consider helping them exercise their sphere of influence in one thing
that feels important to them, and remind
them to trust the other humans that are passionate about other local or global concerns
to do the work that is meaningful for them.
Participation in the betterment of a community can be the most uplifting way to
process fear and sadness in this uncertain
world. Seek age-appropriate ways for your
child to exercise their sphere of influence
by allowing them to participate in ways
your family helps the world.
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Younger children may be involved in recycling, attending walks/marches, planning to reduce carbon emissions, contributing to food security. Elementary children may feel bolstered by participating
in community initiatives, planting their
own gardens, making peace with others,
and seeing and contributing to positive
changes. Our young adolescents often
want to start clubs, engage with local and
federal politicians through written communications, and create fundraisers to
make financial contributions. Whatever
way your child is processing this complicated world around them, give them opportunities to be empowered through
feeling that small but important sphere of
influence.
Finally, never underestimate the power of
play for all ages. Play is something that
has been missing from many lives these
past few years. It is the antidote to isolation, builds connection to self and connection to others, builds common experience, and allows children to practice appreciating those different from ourselves.
It brings us laughter, joy, and friendship.
It is the bringer of hope and the antidote
to despair. So, please, in the midst of this
sometimes demanding and chaotic world,
make time for play.
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Munro’s Spring Book Fair!
So, to celebrate the coming of March
and to encourage all of the incredible
blossoming, colour and light that will
come, we are having our second
MUNRO’S VIRTUAL BOOK FAIR!
We had so much fun doing this last year
that I wanted to bring it back for what
I’m hopeful is our last virtual fair.

Is it just me or is spring seeming a bit
reluctant and shy this year? I have been
eagerly checking out some budding buds on
my walks to school, but so far have yet to
see many blossoms.
One of my favourite things about spring on
the island is that I can brag to my family
back in Alberta that February is the beginning while they are being pummelled with
snow and freezing temperatures (not the
most mature, I know). Not so much the
case this year.
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Although, it is Munro’s and I do
appreciate the ease of couch shopping, so
we’ll see what happens.
The fair will run from March 4-13 to
allow for two shopping weekends. Shop
online or in-person and let them know
that you are supporting Selkirk
Montessori!
This is a great opportunity to stock up on
fresh books for spring break, and half of
the profits go to our library to support
our classrooms, teachers and students.
Thank you for your on-going support and
for reading with your kiddos!
For the love of books,
Amanda and Bree a.k.a. The Library
Crew
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We’ve got the spirit!

The leadership students’ Spirit event for
February was Backwards/Opposite Day! There
were so many participants for this one!
For 02222022, the teachers created and wore
tutu’s to surprise the students. (Although some
students wore them as well!) Lots of bright
lights in a month that can be dark and long!
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Selkirk Parent Group (SPG)

(continued on page 6)
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Selkirk Parent Group (cont’d)
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40th Anniversary

The Labyrinth is finally happening! Special
thanks to Erica Sangster, Selkirk parent and Principal at D ’Ambrosio architecture + urbanism for your
vital contributions to this project.
The estimated cost for this phase is $30,000 and,
thanks to your generous donations, that money is in
the bank! Orca Masonry started the project on February 7th.
The second phase will include wooden benches and
plantings. The estimated cost for this phase is
$20,000 and we are actively fundraising for this
now. If you haven’t already donated — or even if
you have — now is the time!

Please go to the following link to make your donation: 40th Anniversary. When you are finished, a
tax receipt will automatically be sent to you. You
are also welcome to e-transfer a donation to accounting@selkirkmontessori.ca. Help us celebrate
our anniversary and make a difference at Selkirk
Montessori School!
Very special thanks to the following corporate and
individual donors for their support:
Jawl Properties
Adax Management (Kees van Linden Tol)
Selkirk Parent Group
Amabel De Lara and family
Dodd’s Furniture & Mattress
Mega Power Installations Ltd.
Shmunk Gatt Smith & Associates
Megson Fitzpatrick Insurance
Stan Garlick
Amandeep Pabla
Akomi Wellness Inc.
Catherine Scorey
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Adriana Alvear
Ah Shar Maya
Alicia & David Shively
Amalia Colussi
Amanda Provan
Amy Noonan
Anastasia Cyprus
Andrea Harbeck
Angie Bull
Angie Huang
Angus Forsyth
Arezoo Zamany
Barbara McDavid
Brenda Stoppell
Cara Jay
Carla Green
Carlo Castillo
Carmelle Hermoso
Catherine Gamroth
Catherine McClarty
Cheryl Brown
Cheyenne Perrin
Christine Block
David Coney
Derek Fedoryshyn
Derrick Newhook
Dr. Leachman Inc.
Erin Hayes
Ferdinand Castillo
Georgeann Glover
Jasmine Myhill-Jones
Jason Pires
Jean Thompson
Jennifer Simair
Jennifer Stewart
Jiang Tan
Joanne Kaban
Katherine Hellner
Jose Lim
Jody Levins
Jossie Lee
Julie Chamberlain
Karma Wolski
Kate McKenzie
Katherine Hellner
Kristin Fleming
Karl Pires

Katrina Lim
Kevin McGillivray
Lara Engst
Laila Pires
Lillian Barei
Linda Dombrowski
Lisbet Rygnestad
Lorena Miklenic
Lorien Hammond
Marcus Fedoruk
Rich Poulin
Mari Danice de Lara
Marie Sykes
Meghan Noseworthy
Matthew Humphrey
Natasha Reed
Newhook Family
Nicole Pan
Nora Dewji
Novie Dodd
Paul Whittaker
Penny Barner
Rich Poulin
Richard Anthony
Sandra Martel
Sarah Pugh
Sarah van Toorn
Serena Pires
Simon Owen
Stella Castillo
Susan Eddy
Tanya Tan
Trevor Walker
Vivian Chenard
Warren Auto Brokers
Wenlong Xu
Yongmei Chen
We have also received a
number of anonymous
donations. You know
who you are!
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40th Anniversary

Celebrating one of our
graduates.

Hello, everyone! My name is Hannah Berry, and I graduated from Selkirk back
in 2011, but the school and the teachers and staff there still, and always will,
hold a very special place in my heart. I credit many parts of who I am and how
I approach the world to the 10 years I spent there as a child.
I am now a poet/writer and I work in a bookstore, which is a dream come true
for me, as I have always loved reading and writing since I was very young, and
Selkirk helped nurture that love and develop my skills surrounding it.
When I was asked to write something for the anniversary of the school, it got
me thinking about things that I still carry with me from my days there, and so
naturally, I thought about reading and writing.
Another thing that has stuck with me is how a certain amount of structure can
actually breed creativity, so I initially set out to write something in a formal poetic structure. Though that idea did not end up working out the way I had
planned, attempting different formats led me to the essence of what I wanted to
say, and what took shape was something unexpected and different than I usually write. It is more intended as a page poem than a spoken poem, but I fully believe all poetry is also made to be read out aloud, so here it is (in both formats).
(cont’d on page 9)
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How to Write a Sand Castle
i.
Here we are,
at the dawning.
A small, curly haired
child
reaches
for a book,
smiling.
What does it say?
(Follow the Child.)
ii.
At the dawning,
tiny fingers trace rough
sandpaper letters,
learning the sensation
of telling a story
one grain of sand
at a time.
Today,
the castle
that built her,
in every

curve

of her words.
iii.
Here we are,
remembering how to play

(Follow the Child)
one grain of sand at a time.
Smiling,
a small, curly haired
adult
reaches
for a book.

Hannah
Shares
Her
Poem

Debate Club 2022
Congratulations to our Provincial debaters:
Ana, Adie, Izzy and Sadie! Thanks to our
moderators: Lucy and Ninah. Special thanks
to coach Gigi! What a year!

Jump Rope for Heart
The school has raised $3, 245.00 for The Heart and Stroke Foundation so far. Our top fundraisers are:
Grayson Newhook in Otter who has raised $1040.00, Angelina Lim in Kingfisher who has raised
$729.00, and Nora Dewji in Sea Star who has raised $263.00.
Congratulations Selkirkians and we thank you for your continued participation. Our Celebration will be
March 14th. Until then, stay active and try to maintain an EASY streak!
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Health & Safety Update—Danielle Smith
Volunteer/School Emergency Container
A big thanks to Amalia Colussi for volunteering to restock
the perishable food for our emergency bins. It’s a big job
getting enough snacks to last 300 people for 72 hours!

Home Fire Safety
As we get ready to spring ahead on March 13, the seasonal
time change is a great reminder to change the batteries and
test your smoke alarms and carbon monoxide detectors. It
would also be an opportune time to review your home fire
safety escape plan!
At Selkirk we do monthly fire drills with the students so they
know just what to do when they hear the alarm bells ring.
The City of Victoria Fire Department recommends that you
have a Family Fire Escape Plan and that you practice it twice a year. The City’s
Home Fire Safety Checklist gives you practical steps to protect your home from
fire and how to be prepared for an emergency.
Parking
Thank you to everyone for adjusting so quickly to the change
in parking and student entry at the front of the school! The
contractors will be here longer than we anticipated, and we
appreciate your continued patience while this exciting project
is completed.
A reminder that there is no parking in front of the school or at the Jackladder
Lane Kiss ‘n’ Go during pick up and drop off times, and no idling at any time.
There are parking spots on the other side of the green if you need more time.
If you don’t see your child waiting, please do a lap or two then check again so
waiting vehicles don’t get backed up. We have received a complaint from a person who has had their driveway blocked and we want to be good neighbours!
S E L KI R K M O N T E S S OR I S C H OO L E - N E W S L E T T E R
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Seastar Classroom—Treaty Paragraph and Book Reviews
Indigenous Treaties
By Viola Walker

Book Review
By Madi

The treaties made between the government
and the indigenous people were unfair given
the government put the least of their efforts
into creating a fair relationship with the indigenous people.

Have you ever wanted a book that's just not
related to one topic? Well, sit back, relax and
enjoy this book review about Blended, by
Sharon M. Draper. Draper has written over
thirty award-winning books for young children. She has her favorite old chair that she
sits in while she creates her own stories.

Firstly the majority of the treaties that were
made were not properly understood by the
indigenous people. Although they did have a
translator, it still was not properly translated
and the documents that the indigenous people
were told to sign were still in English.
Secondly, land was sometimes taken without a
treaty being made, either to pressure them
into making agreements the indigenous people
didn't want to make, or they simply just wanted the land for government use and didn't
even bother to settle disputes that this caused.
For example, Indian reserve commissioner Peter O'Reilly took land from the Hagwilget First
Nation without a treaty, despite the well documented resistance of first nations in the region. O'Reilly was responsible for clearing the
way for the “progress of the country”. If O'Reilly was following the ‘rule of law’, it was one
being made up more or less on the fly.
Finally, it took so long for people to actually
recognise what indigenous people went
through, and still go through today, to get their
voices heard for rights that are given so freely
to other people. In conclusion the treaties
were unjust, unethical, and wrong.
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Blended may not have awards, but many of
her other books have some. The book Out Of
My Mind and Stella By Starlight, won the
Coretta Scott King Author Award for Copper
Sun. The book only came out in 2018, but in
my opinion it could be one of her classic
books later in life.

This book has quite a few twists in it that are
sure going to make you say, “OH MY GOSH!”
Each chapter is either named Moms Week,
Dads Week or Exchange Day. It helps you remember whose house Isabella is at, but on
exchange days it explains what she does
when she gets picked up. The main part of
this book is Isabella playing piano; she practices her song on many different pianos.
As I said, this book isn't just related to one
topic, so you would know there are many,
many different types of twists. As you can
see there's some twists, but I won't tell you
because you've got to read it and see the reasons why.

(continued on page 13)
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Seastar Classroom (cont’d)
I'm not the type of person who loves to read
books and finish it in seconds, but this book
was a book I could not put down. I like how the
book was written in Isabella's point of view because it kinda feels like you’re reading Isabella's diary or something like it. The book has so
much detail in just two pages. It could explain
how Isabella gets to school or simply what a
character looks like. The book also can be very
relatable to many kids around Isabella's age, it
could go from school drama, to just having
family problems. This book was very interesting. You're probably thinking, “but there
has to be at least two things wrong with the
book?” Nope, it's an amazing book!
I would recommend the book Blended for kids
9 and over because in the book there are quite
a few sensitive topics, separated around the
whole book, but they're short and not as bad
as you think they may be. My total rating for
this book is a 4.5 star rating because of the
amazing vocabulary words and how every
chapter is so detailed. This book has very short
chapters so if you just wanna take a short
break you can read 3-4 chapters. Next time
you’re looking for an entertaining book to
read, make sure to look for the book Blended
at your local bookstore.

Anne of Green Gables Book Review by Tess
Want to step back 100 years and see the
world through Anne’s imagination? Come
and explore life in Anne’s shoes as she perseveres through challenging situations on her
adventures from childhood to young adulthood. You won’t be bored! (Trust me!)
Anne of Green Gables is a classic Canadian
novel that takes place on Prince Edward Island. It was written by L.M. Montgomery and
was published in 1908. After its publication,
Montgomery was made a member of the
British Royal Society of Arts and a Companion
of the Order of the British Empire.
This is the first in a series of seven books. It
is not necessary to read the other books first
to enjoy this novel!
Anne of Green Gables is about an 11-year-old
girl who is finally adopted by Marilla and
Matthew, brother and sister, and Anne is so
happy to be able to live somewhere to call
home. Anne’s interesting life involves going
to school, making friends and enemies, accidentally making her friend drunk, putting
something awful in a cake eaten by very important people, getting accepted into a very
nice academy, and has a very unexpected
plot twist at the end.
In times of misery, or even just hanging with
her friends, Anne’s imagination carries her
through, and gives joy and happiness to others -except to Marilla for the longest of time.
(continued on page 14)
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Seastar Classroom (cont’d)
Anne is a very generous friend with a very strong
attitude towards those who have a grudge towards
her. Her bad temper is not avoidable if you insult
her, but during this story she grows into a beautiful
and caring young woman.
I loved this book because I thought the characters
were very well developed and realistic. I was very
surprised when I saw how much Anne loved to talk
because on the cover, she looked like a peaceful
and quiet girl.

Marilla always wanted Anne to hold her tongue,
but I think Anne’s long speeches are some parts of
the book that make the characters come true to
their human selves, even in a book. I loved how
Matthew was always the quiet one and Marilla was
always the strict and uptight one, but both of them
cared deeply about Anne in their own way and
helped to raise her.

I think students of both genders in grades five
and up would enjoy this novel and think about
how descriptive it is so that they could also picture the story in their minds. While it is a story
about a girl, a lot of the supporting characters in
this novel are boys.
This book might not be as good for students in
grade four and below because it is very long (392
pages!) and has a lot of writing without any pictures.
I would rate this book as 9/10 because it was
very well written but had a few faults which impacted on my reading. Overall I loved it and I am
looking forward to reading the other books in the
series.

I also loved how Montgomery's description put very
detailed images in my mind of where Anne lived,
what the characters looked like, how they dressed,
and of the lakes and the woods around Green Gables.
The novel did have its faults. I didn’t like how the
novel kept jumping ahead by lots of months or
even a year as I found the timeline hard to follow
along. By the time Anne had reached the age of
13, I had no idea she had even had a birthday. I
also didn’t like how confusing some of the conversations were. I sometimes couldn’t tell which character was speaking, although I do not like novels
that always have “said so and so” after their
speech. I found this novel was lacking in making it
clear about who was talking and who was not.
I realize this book was written over a hundred
years ago and lots has changed with girls and
women’s roles and education since then but at the
beginning I was surprised at how women could not
vote and how limited their jobs could be.
Lastly, on a positive note, I love old fashion and
this book was full of old-fashioned detail and description about horses and buggies, dresses,
bows, sashes, laces and puffed sleeves!
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SELKIRK MONTESSORI SCHOOL
2970 Jutland Road
Victoria, BC
V8T 5K2
Tel: 250-384-3414
Fax: 250-384-3420
office@selkirkmontessori.ca

We can make a difference!

Check it out! The labyrinth
construction started in
February and we expect
cement pouring before long.

www.selkirkmontessori.ca

Dates to Remember
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•
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March 4-13—Munro’s Book Fair
March 14-18—Immersion Week (Grades 58)
March 18—Last Day Before Spring Break
March 21- April 1—Spring Break
April 4—First Day Back From Spring
Break
April 12-13—Spring Clean Up (Gr 5/6
classes)
April 15-18—Good Friday/Easter Monday
(no school)

Selkirk Montessori
School is located on the
traditional territories of
the Lək̓ʷəŋən people,
today known as the
Esquimalt and Songhees
Nations. We extend our
appreciation for the
opportunity to live and
learn on this territory.
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